FLIP THE CALENDAR FOR DEALS IN 2023 WITH HUB
PARK LAKE BRIDGE
TOPEKA, KANSAS

PROMOTION
ZIG-ZAG HEMP WRAPS
$1.00 OFF/CARTON
STOKERS CANS $1.00 OFF/ROLL
ZIG-ZAG PAPER CONES $1.00 OFF/CARTON

NATIONAL TOBACCO
JANUARY SPECIALS!

$1 OFF PER BOX

$2 OFF PER BOX

$1 OFF PER BOX

OCB® BROWN RICE
SLIM, SLIM + TIPS, 1¼, 1 3/4 + TIPS

OCB® UNBLEACHED
1 1/4, KING

OCB® ORGANIC HEMP
SINGLE WIDE, 1¼, SLIM
$3.00 off per carton

Premium Product
Incremental Sales
Full Product Guarantee
Robusto #1 Premium Cigar
SKU US Convenience

Djarum 10/12 Items on Deal
Black- Full Flavor, Black Wrapper # 556191
Special- Full Flavor, Natural Brown Wrapper #556192
Ivory(Vanilla)- Full Flavor Black Wrapper #556199
Ruby (Cherry) Full Flavor, Black Wrapper #556198
Select-Mild flavor Natural Brown Wrapper #556220
Bali Hai- Full Flavor Natural Brown Wrapper #556219
Splash- Full Flavor Natural Brown Wrapper #556221
Sapphire- Cool Refreshing Black Wrapper #556222
Emerald- Intense Refreshing Black Wrapper #556224

$2.00 off per carton

High Tea Sweet 25/5 #557453
High Tea Melon 25/5 #557454
High Tea Grape 25/5 #557451
High Tea Mango 25/5 #557452
High Tea Peach 25/5 #557456
High Tea Strawberry 25/5 #557455
High Tea Honey 25/5 #557458
High Tea Apple 25/5 #557457

$2.00 off each 25/5CT Carton

High Tea Herbal Wraps
No Tobacco/Nicotine/OTP Tax
OK to sell in flavor ban locations
Good Times.

March Savings Madness!

4K's® Cigarillos

4 for $0.99

4 for $0.99

25¢ OFF

CIGARILLOS

WARNING: Cigars are not a safe alternative to cigarettes.

Blueberry Pineapple • French Vanilla
Green Sweet • Diamond • Kiwi Berry • Mango
Melonberry • Napa Grape • Sweet Delicious
Watermelon • Watermelon Grape • White Grape

City Life Cigarillos

5 for $0.99

5 for $0.99

50¢ OFF

CIGARILLOS

WARNING: Cigars are not a safe alternative to cigarettes.

Mix Berry • Napa Grape • Diamond
Green Sweet • Mango • Sweet • White Grape

City Life Napa Grape 15/5ct Pouches 15 Cigarillos

WARNING: Cigar use while pregnant can harm you and your baby.
No Foolin!

24/7

Brings April Showers of Profit
WARNING: Cigar smoking can cause lung cancer and heart disease.
PRODUCT GUARANTEE

UNMATCHED TASTE

AMERICAN VALUES

Cheyenne
INTernational, LLC

©2022 Cheyenne International, LLC, Grover, NC 28073
1-866-254-6975 | contactus@cheyenneintl.com
For business purposes only. Not to be displayed or distributed to consumers.
WARNING: This product contains nicotine. Nicotine is an addictive chemical.
WARNING: This product contains nicotine. Nicotine is an addictive chemical.

BUY ONE OF EACH & SAVE $6.00 AUGUST 1ST TO 31ST
SWISHER LEGEND

WARNING: Cigars are not a safe alternative to cigarettes.

QUALITY LEAF
LEGEND IS ROLLED WITH A PREMIUM QUALITY CONNECTICUT SHADE LEAF

INCREASED MARGINS
$1.49 & NON-PRICED RETAIL PACKAGING WILL DRIVE HIGHER MARGINS

EXTENDING THE SHIELD
WE ARE INCLUDING OUR CLASSIC BLENDS: ORIGINAL AND DIAMONDS

NATURAL LEAF GROWTH
TRADITIONAL NATURAL LEAF HAS EXPERIENCED 12% GROWTH OVER THE LAST 52 WEEKS
OCTOBER SPECIALS!

$1 OFF PER BOX

$2 OFF PER BOX

$1 OFF PER BOX
Premium Product
Incremental Sales
Full Product Guarantee
Robusto #1 Premium Cigar
SKU US Convenience

$3.00 off per carton

Djarum 10/12 Items on Deal
- Black- Full Flavor, Black Wrapper #556191
- Special- Full Flavor, Natural Brown Wrapper #556192
- Ivory(Vanilla)- Full Flavor Black Wrapper #556199
- Ruby (Cherry) Full Flavor, Black Wrapper #556198
- Select-Mild flavor Natural Brown Wrapper #556220
- Bali Hai- Full Flavor Natural Brown Wrapper #556219
- Splash- Full Flavor Natural Brown Wrapper #556221
- Sapphire- Cool Refreshing Black Wrapper #556222
- Emerald- Cool Intense Black Wrapper #556224

$2.00 off each 25/5CT Carton

High Tea Herbal Wraps
- No Tobacco/Nicotine/OTP Tax
- OK to sell in flavor ban locations

$2.00 off per carton

High Tea Sweet 25/5 #557453
High Tea Melon 25/5 #557454
High Tea Grape 25/5 #557451
High Tea Mango 25/5 #557452
High Tea Peach 25/5 #557456
High Tea Strawberry 25/5 #557455
High Tea Honey 25/5 #557458
High Tea Apple 25/5 #557457

HUB INC. DECEMBER DEALS
Cuban Round Robusto 8/3 PK #630612
Cuban Rounds Churchill 8/3 PK #630611
Cuban Rounds Toro 8/3PK #630731
Cuban Rounds Petite Corona 6/5 Pk #630615